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Chapter 6

Roger Swyneshed’s notion of self-
falsification and dynamic epistemic logic

6.1 Introduction

Explanations and solution strategies for paradoxes and insolubles have been fruit-
ful catalysts for the development of logic throughout its history. Two paradoxes
which are often mentioned in current literature are the Liar Paradox, which con-
cerns truth, and Fitch’s Paradox, which concerns knowledge and knowability.
Both paradoxes have given rise to an enormous body of literature; our contribu-
tion to this literature is to take a meta-stance with respect to both paradoxes, to
compare two solution concepts for these paradoxes and their methodology.

One type of solution strategy that has been proposed for both the Liar and
Fitch’s Paradox, with fruitful results, is what is called the restriction strategy.
This strategy restricts the scope of applicability of the formula involved in the
paradox to a class I∗ of allowed instantiations.1 A trivial choice for I∗ is the class
of all instantiations that do not give rise to a paradoxical conclusion anymore.
Often, restriction strategies have been criticized for being ad hoc, in particular,
if the choice of I∗ depends crucially on the paradox at hand. In order to counter
this criticism, more detailed restriction strategies have been devised in order to
give independent and non-ad hoc descriptions of I∗.

In this chapter, we deal with two of these more elaborate restriction strate-
gies: a medieval solution to the Liar Paradox by the 14th-century logician Roger
Swyneshed using the notion of self-falsification, and a recent solution to Fitch’s
Paradox by Johan van Benthem using dynamic epistemic logic. We point out
how these two solutions are structurally similar and how Swyneshed’s solution
can be seen as a truth-analogue of van Benthem’s solution.2 We begin in §6.2

1We give a formal definition of this in §6.2.
2Swyneshed’s solution is not all that well understood. Spade reports that “the notions of

‘relevance’, ‘self-falsification’ and ‘signifying as is the case’ ... are mysterious ones in Swyneshed’s
theory and not yet well understood by scholars” [Sp05], and we hasten to add that we do
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104 Chapter 6. Swyneshed’s notion of self-falsification

with a general discussion of paradoxes, where we introduce the Liar and Fitch’s
Paradoxes in a uniform framework. In §6.3.1, we give an overview of the basics
of dynamic epistemic logic (more precisely, of its fragment public announcement
logic), which we use in our account of van Benthem’s solution to Fitch’s Paradox
(§6.3.2). We then give a brief historical introduction to Swyneshed and his the-
ory in §6.4. In §6.5 we define a dynamic announcement pointer semantics that
we use to formalize both Swyneshed’s solution and van Benthem’s in a uniform
framework, and in §6.6, we draw conclusions, and point towards future work.

6.2 Paradoxes

In this section, we begin by informally discussing the general evolution of a para-
dox and then give a more formal definition of what we call a paradox and what
constitutes a solution to a paradox.

It is possible to identify three stages in the evolution of a paradox. The first
stage is that the paradox must be be identified as a paradox. This may seem a
trivial point, in that prior to this identification there is no paradox of which it can
be seen as the first stage. In some situations, it is certainly the case that there
is no discussion of the paradoxical statement until it is seen to be a paradox. An
example of this type is Frege’s basic law V, which only really generated interest
and discussion upon Russell’s discovery of the antinomy following from it. On
the other hand, there are cases where there is a body of literature concerning a
paradoxical statement before that statement is recognized as a paradox. As we’ll
see in greater detail in §6.4, the medieval treatment of the Liar statement falls
into this category: Early discussions of the sentence seem not to recognize its
paradoxical properties (cf. fn. 14).

Once a statement has been recognized as a paradox, the next step is to identify
the cause of the paradoxicality and try to block it. There are two places where the
problem can be located, the axioms and the range of application of the axioms.
In both cases, the problem can be addressed with a restriction strategy, which we
mentioned in §6.1. When the cause is located in the axioms, then the solution, as
in the Frege-Russell case, is to reject the offending axiom. When the cause is in
the range of application of the axioms, then we adopt a restriction of the range
so that the problematic cases fall outside the range. The näıve way to do this is
to say that all terms fall under the range of the axioms except those terms whose
use leads to a contradiction. However, this näıve way is unsatisfying because it
is ad hoc. It is not adequate to disregard the problematic cases because they are
problematic. What we want is an explanation of why they are problematic so

not claim to have a better grasp of Swyneshed’s notions than Spade. However, the dynamic
viewpoint offered by the parallelism with van Benthem’s ideas might offer a new approach to
understanding some of the distinctions in Swyneshed’s text. We discuss this in more detail
in §6.6.
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that we can give a principled characterization of the class of potential paradoxes.
This principled characterization of the problem cases is the third step in the

evolution of a paradox. When the cause of the paradox is located not in the
axioms but in the range of applicability of the axioms, the goal is to present a
non-trivial, non-ad hoc, and non-circular definition of those cases which must be
excluded from the range, without any reference to the fact that they give rise to
paradox.

While these three steps cannot be isolated and identified in all paradoxes, they
can be in both the Liar and Fitch’s Paradoxes, the two paradoxes that will occupy
us for the rest of the chapter; we will use this fact to structure our discussion of
both in the succeeding sections. First, we give a more formal treatment of the
informal ideas just used. In conceptual modeling, we investigate informal concepts
(e.g., truth, knowledge, knowability, etc.) for which we, as natural language users,
have some intuitions allowing us (in many cases) to intuitively decide the truth
value of natural language sentences involving these concepts.

In order to discuss paradoxes in a formal setting, we fix a set I whose elements
we call instances and a formal language LI . We say that a family 〈〈χι,`ι〉 ; ι ∈ I〉
is a paradox setup if χι is a well-formed formula of LI and `ι ⊆ Fmlι × Fmlι is a
derivability predicate, typically given by a set of axioms and a set of derivation
rules.3 We now say that ι ∈ I is a weak paradox if χι `ι ⊥, and we say that it is
a strong paradox if > `ι ⊥.

6.2.1 Fitch’s paradox of knowability

Fitch’s Paradox arises from the assumption of certain natural properties about
knowledge, including factivity of knowledge and what is called the Verification
Thesis (VT), ϕ → ♦Kϕ, which states that what is true can be known. If the
Verification Thesis is instantiated with the statement “q is true but not known”,
this leads to a contradiction.4

We give a formal definition of Fitch’s Paradox by fixing a set of propositional
letters P and defining the language LF := 〈P,∧,¬,♦,K〉. The set of well-formed
formulas of LF is denoted FmlF. If ϕ ∈ FmlF, we write VT(ϕ) for ϕ→ ♦Kϕ (an
instance of the Verification Thesis). Let I = FmlF, then fix ι ∈ I. We define a
paradox setup by χι := ι, and let `ι be a reasonably tame deduction calculus for
♦ and K including VT(ι) as an axiom.5

3I.e., ϕ `ι ψ if and only if there is a finite sequence ϕ0, ..., ϕn such that ϕ0 = ϕ, ϕn = ψ
and for each 0 < i ≤ n, the formula ϕi is either an axiom or the result of applying one of the
rules to finitely many formulas ϕj with index j < i.

4As [vB04, pp. 95–96] notes, Fitch’s Paradox is an example of the same type of paradox
expressed by Moore in [Moore62] in doxastic terms, ‘p, but I don’t believe it’. A remarkably
similar paradox shows up as Albert of Saxony’s insolubile no. 17: ‘It is possible that Socrates
knows that he is mistaken’. See [KreSt88, pp. 363–364] for a discussion of this insolubile.

5We need the rules K(ϕ∧ψ) ` Kϕ∧Kψ, Kϕ ` ϕ, �¬ϕ ` ¬♦ϕ, and the necessitation rule
“` ϕ implies ` �ϕ” for this. For more details, see [Will293, Wan02].
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It is easy to show using the axioms mentioned in footnote 5 that for any ι, we
get > `ι ¬♦K(q ∧ ¬K q):

Proof. Suppose for reductio that > `ι K(q ∧ ¬K q). Then:

1. > `ι K q ∧K¬K q by the distributivity of K.

2. > `ι K q ∧ ¬K q by the factivity of K.

3. > `ι ¬K(q ∧ ¬K q), by reductio, discharging our assumption.

4. > `ι �¬K(q ∧ ¬K q) by the rule of necessitation.

5. > `ι ¬♦K(q ∧ ¬K q) by the interchange of �¬ and ¬♦.

Then, Fitch’s Paradox is the instance ιFitch := q ∧ ¬K q.

Proposition 6.2.1. The instance ιFitch is a weak paradox.

Proof. Since VT(ιFitch) = (q ∧ ¬K q) → ♦K(q ∧ ¬K q) is an axiom of `ιFitch
,

we get (by modus ponens) that ιFitch `ιFitch
♦K(q ∧ ¬K q). Combining this with

> `ιFitch
¬♦K(q ∧ ¬K q) (see above), we get the desired contradiction.

6.2.2 The Liar

The Liar Paradox, which is probably the best-known of all paradoxes, is the
paradox that arises when the following sentence, and no others, is uttered:

This sentence is false.

This sentence is called the Liar Sentence. In order to formalize the Liar Sentence,
we need a language that allows cross-references between sentences. There are
many ways to do this; for the purpose of this chapter, we will use Gaifman’s
pointer semantics [Gai88, Gai92].

We fix a set of propositional letters P and a predicate symbol T , and define
the language LL := 〈P, T,∧,¬〉. The set FmlL of well-formed formulas of LL is
defined as:

ϕ := P | T (p) for p ∈ P | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ

We call functions Σ: P → FmlL systems and think of Σ(p) as the ‘meaning’ of p.
We let I be the set of all pairs 〈Σ, p〉 such that Σ is a system and p ∈ P . For
a given instance ι = 〈Σ, p〉, we let χι := p and let `ι be classical propositional
logic together with the axioms T (p) ↔ p and T (p) ↔ Σ(p). Since our logic
is a classical two-valued logic, the principle of bivalence holds for formulas; in
particular, T (q) ∨ ¬T (q) holds.

The Liar Paradox is the instance λ := 〈Λ, p〉 with Λ(p) := ¬p.

Proposition 6.2.2. The instance λ is a strong paradox.
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Proof. By bivalence, we have that > `λ T (p) ∨ ¬T (p) and thus (using idempo-
tence) > `λ (T (p) ∧ T (p)) ∨ (¬T (p) ∧ ¬T (p)). From the axioms T (p) ↔ p and
T (p) ↔ Λ(p) = ¬p, we immediately get > `λ (p∧¬p)∨(p∧¬p), i.e., > `λ ⊥.

6.2.3 Solutions to paradoxes

With these definitions introduced in the previous subsections, we can now give a
formal characterizations of two types of solutions to paradoxes. As we noted in the
beginning of this section, there are a number of natural reactions to paradoxes of
these kinds. Of the two canonical replies, to question either the axiomatization of
our intuitions, i.e., the deduction systems `ι, and replace them with some weaker
systems, or the range of formalization, i.e., restrict the set of possible instances I
to a smaller set, excluding the problematic case that produced the paradox6, our
focus is the second.

Given a paradoxical situation, what is the right class of instances that will
allow us to avoid paradox? The trivial answer to this question is: Just consider the
class Isafe ⊆ I of instances defined by Isafe := {ι ∈ I : ι is no paradox}. Obviously,
such an answer leaves a sense of dissatisfaction. It would be preferable to have a
class I∗ of instances defined independently of a given paradox ι and of the notion
of paradoxicality together with a proof that ι /∈ I∗. In addition, one needs to be
careful not to exclude too many instances: our intuitions of the informal concept
that is being modeled tell us that there are certain unproblematic instances that
should not be excluded.

A particular class of restriction solutions are semantic solutions. Let L∗ be
a language extending L and Φ(x) be an L∗-formula with a parameter x for an
L-formula. Let M be a class of models for L∗. We say that ι is excluded by Φ if
every model M ∈M satisfies

M |= Φ(χι).

We define IΦ := {ι : ι is not excluded by Φ}. In §§6.3.2, 6.4, we will see two
examples of semantic solutions.

6.3 Modern responses to Fitch’s Paradox

The conclusion of Fitch’s Paradox, that there are unknowable truths, is Theorem 5
of [Fitc63]:

If there is some true proposition which nobody knows (or has known
or will know) to be true, then there is a true proposition which nobody
can know to be true [p. 139].

6These two strategies are explicitly mentioned in [vB04, p. 95] where they are likened to
“turning down the volume on your radio so as not to hear the bad news” and “censoring the
news”, respectively.
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Fitch himself saw nothing problematic with this conclusion. It wasn’t until more
than ten years after the publication of Fitch’s paper that the paradoxicality of
Theorem 5 was first discussed, in [HarMc76]. As Kvanvig notes, “the difference
between what is paradoxical and what is merely surprising is, perhaps, only a
difference in degree and not in kind. Even so, there is a distinction to be drawn
here between the unanticipated and the seemingly contradictory, and Fitch’s proof
engenders the latter experience and not simply the former” [Kv–]. Once its
paradoxicality was recognized, Fitch’s Paradox became a starting point of a huge
discussion in philosophical logic and epistemology. We do not intend to give a
detailed overview here, but refer the reader to the excellent synopsis in [BroSa04].

As indicated in §6.2.3, recent literature contains a variety of responses to
Fitch’s Paradox. These are categorized in [BroSa04, §§2–4] as “logical revisions”,
“semantic restrictions”, and “syntactic restrictions”. We are concerned here with
“syntactic restrictions”, i.e., restrictions of the class of instances that the Verifica-
tion Thesis can be applied to. Two of the most important attempts at syntactic
restriction are those of Dummett [Dum01] and Tennant [Te97, Te01, Te02].

Dummett says that the mistake found in the paradox is found in giving “a
blanket characterization of truth, rather than a inductive one” [Dum01, p. 1], and
he proposes to define inductively a class of basic statements. This solution can be
objected to on two grounds. First, as Brogaard and Salerno note, the restriction
is unprincipled as “the only reason we are given for restricting the knowability
principle to basic statements is that it blocks Fitch’s results” [BroSa02, p. 144].
Second, Dummett does not give a full specification of the set of basic state-
ments, but what he says is sufficient for Tennant to notice in [Te02, p. 139] that
Dummett’s basic statements are reminiscent of Kripke’s proposal of the inductive
definition of a truth predicate as a least fixed point, going back to [Kri75]. Not
surprisingly, Dummett’s proposal suffers from similar problems: the least fixed
point does not cover all intuitively unproblematic cases, and thus the class of
instances allowed by Dummett is too small.7

Tennant diagnoses Dummett’s problem not in his choice of using a restriction
strategy in general, but in choosing the wrong restriction. He says that “the
restriction strategy is the strategy that I favour, too” [Te02, p. 136], but he
gives a different restriction. Tennant calls a proposition ϕ Cartesian if Kϕ is
not provably inconsistent. Tennant’s approach has been called both “desperately
ad hoc” [Will293, p. 109] and also “unprincipled” [HanKv99, pp. 423, 425]. In
[Te–], Tennant attempts to resuscitate his Cartesian restriction against these
objections, but for our purposes we are more interested in van Benthem’s diagnosis
of the problem, which is more refined than that of Williamson and of Hand and
Kvanvig. Van Benthem shows in [vB04, p. 96] that Tennant’s class is too liberal
[vB04, p. 96] to cover the context of what he calls the “natural learning scenario”,
and proposes a different solution in terms of dynamic epistemic logic. It is this

7For details, see [Te02, pp. 139–141].
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solution that we want to compare to Swyneshed’s medieval solution to the Liar
Paradox, so we must first introduce dynamic epistemic logic (DEL).

6.3.1 Dynamic epistemic logic

In this section, we introduce a fragment of dynamic epistemic logic (DEL). In the
context of this chapter, we are interested in a fragment called public announce-
ment logic. This fragment goes back to [Pl89] (without common knowledge)
and [BaltMoSo98] (with common knowledge); for a detailed discussion of pub-
lic announcement logic and more general forms of dynamic epistemic logic, see
[vDvdHK07, §§4, 6].8

We fix a set of agents A and a set of atomic statements P and define the
language of public announcement logic LPA := 〈P,A,∧,¬,K, [ ]〉. The set FmlPA

is defined by:

ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | ϕ→ ψ | Ka ϕ for a ∈ A | [ϕ]ψ

where Ka ϕ is read ‘agent a knows that ϕ’, and [ϕ]ψ is read ‘after the (truthful)
announcement of ϕ, ψ is true’.9,10

Definition 6.3.1. A structure M = 〈W,∼, V 〉 is called an epistemic model if
W is a set, ∼ = 〈∼a : a ∈ A〉 is a family of equivalence relations on W , and V
is a valuation function from P to subsets of W . The relation w ∼a w

′ will be
interpreted as “states w and w′ are epistemically equivalent for agent a”, or, in
other words, “agent a cannot distinguish between states w and w′”.

We define by simultaneous induction the semantics of the language LK[ ](A,P )
and the operation of restricting a model by a formula. If we start with a model

8For the history of public announcement logic, see in particular [vDvdHK07, §4.13] and the
survey [vD07].

9For dynamic epistemic logic in general, one would define a class of actions α for modalized
sentences [α]ϕ, representing ‘after action α, ϕ is true’. Restricting the range of possible actions
to truthful public announcements yields public announcement logic. For more details, see
[vDvdHK07, §5.2].

10Traditional presentations of public announcement logic also include the operator C, where
Cϕ is read “it is common knowledge that ϕ”; this operator can also be indexed with a subset
B ⊆ A such that CBϕ is read “it is common knowledge among the group B that ϕ”. Common
knowledge refers to ϕ being known by all members of the group of agents, and the infinitary
iteration of knowledge statements of this fact (i.e., Ka ϕ, Kb Ka ϕ, Kc Kb Ka ϕ, etc.) Common
knowledge is not finitely expressible in public announcement logic without a common knowledge
operator [vDvdHK07, Theorems 8.44, 8.48]. However, as van Benthem notes, “In scenarios with
just a single agent 1, common knowledge C{1}ϕ is just the same as knowledge K1 ϕ” [vB09,
p. 6]. Because in our presentation, as in van Benthem’s, “[o]ne can read the following discussion
. . . either way, as being about knowledge of a single agent, or about common knowledge in a
group” [vB09, p. 6], we chose to focus on the le-agent case and omit common knowledge, to
simplify the presentation.
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M = 〈W,∼, V 〉, we will define a new model M�ϕ := 〈WM,ϕ,∼, V 〉 whereWM,ϕ :=
{w ∈ W : M, w |= ϕ} ⊆ W , and ∼ and V are just the restrictions of the original
relation and function.

The truth conditions for the propositional formulas as are expected. We give
just the semantics for the two modal operators.

Definition 6.3.2. The semantics of the modal operators are as follows:

M, w |= Ka ϕ iff for all w′ such that w ∼a w
′, M, w′ |= ϕ

M, w |= [ϕ]ψ iff M, w |= ¬ϕ or M�ϕ,w |= ψ

This semantics corresponds to the syntactic modal logic PAC defined in
[BaltMoSo98], which is sound and complete with respect to the above seman-
tics [vDvdHK07, Theorem 4.59].

We now give an example to show the semantics of LPA at work: suppose that
we have two agents, the Papal Legate Antonius, denoted by a, and a Parisian
scholar Bertrandus, denoted by b. Let p be the statement “The pope is in Rome”,
and A := {a, b} and P := {p}. Suppose that the Pope is actually in Rome, and
that Antonius knows this but Bertrandus doesn’t. This situation is represented
by the following model M := 〈W,∼, V 〉:11

p

a, b

¬p

a, b

b

Here, Bertrandus is unable to distinguish epistemically between the left vertex
(where the Pope is in Rome) and the right vertex (where the Pope is not in
Rome). In other words, he does not know whether the Pope is in Rome. If now
Antonius announces (truthfully) that the Pope is indeed in Rome, we move from
the above model M to the model M�p in which the vertices where p is false are
removed (together with all corresponding edges). Consequently, we only retain
the left vertex and get the following model which represents that both agents
know that the Pope is in Rome:

p

a, b

11As customary in modal logic, the vertices in the graph correspond to the elements of W
and the valuation function V is given by writing the value p or ¬p into the vertices. The indexed
edges between vertices represent the equivalence relations ∼a and ∼b. If there is a edge between
w and w′ indexed by a, then w ∼a w

′, and similarly for b.
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6.3.2 Van Benthem’s solution

Using the semantics of public announcement logic just defined, we can define a
notion of self-refutation for epistemic statements. For simplicity’s sake, we follow
van Benthem in giving the details only for the one-agent case A = {a} and we
write K := Ka.

12

Definition 6.3.3. If ϕ ∈ LPA, we say that ϕ is self-refuting if for all epistemic
models M, we have that M |= [ϕ] K¬ϕ [vB04, p. 101].

Note that the language LPA lacks a ♦-modality, so we cannot directly express
Fitch’s Paradox in this language. Van Benthem’s suggestion in [vB09, p. 1] is to
read “♦ϕ” as “there is some announcement that makes ϕ known”; this notion of
“possible knowledge” is made precise in [Balb et al.08]. By this stipulation, we
can consider the language LPA as an extension of the language LF used in Fitch’s
Paradox. Definition 6.3.3 gives us a semantic solution in the sense of §6.2.3 via
the LPA-formula schema

Φ(x) := [x] K¬x.

Proposition 6.3.4 (van Benthem). The Fitch instance ϕ := q ∧ ¬K q is self-
refuting.

Proof. Suppose M = 〈W,∼, V 〉 is any epistemic model. We need to show that
for all epistemic models M, we have M |= [ϕ] K¬ϕ. Consider M�ϕ; if w ∈ Wϕ,M,
then M, w |= q. Therefore, q is true at all worlds in M�ϕ, and therefore trivially
M�ϕ |= K q, and thus M�ϕ |= ¬ϕ. Again, this is true at all vertices, whence
M�ϕ |= K¬ϕ.

Note that the definition of self-refutation does not involve any reference to para-
doxicality; it is a purely logical property of a formula of LPA. We therefore can,
in a non-ad hoc fashion, define the class IΦ := {ϕ ∈ LPA : ϕ is not self-refuting},
and thus by Proposition 6.3.4 avoid Fitch’s Paradox.

6.4 Medieval responses to the Liar

From the middle of the twelfth century onwards, there was much interest among
medieval logicians in such paradoxical sentences, which they called insolubilia.
The medieval logicians recognized that the task of providing a non-trivial and
non-ad hoc resolution to the paradoxes can be so difficult as to seem insoluble.
But, as they also recognized, this is often only seeming, and the task is not truly
insoluble. Despite their name, insolubilia were considered to have difficult, but

12See footnote 10.
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not impossible, solutions.13 One insoluble statement discussed in a large number
of the extent treatises on insolubilia was the Liar Paradox.14

6.4.1 Näıve restriction strategy solutions

Spade in [Sp87] distinguishes five different medieval solutions to the Liar Paradox:

1. The Aristotelian solution, that is, classification under the fallacy secundum
quid et simpliciter.

2. The transcasus theory.

3. The distinction between the actus exercitus and the actus significatus.

4. The restrictio theory.

5. The casatio theory.

For our purposes, we are interested in solutions of type 4, and we say nothing
about the others. A restrictio solution to the Liar Paradox is one which re-
stricts the possibility of self-reference. Two types of restrictio can be identified:
Strong restrictio forbids self-reference of any type, and weak restrictio forbids
self-reference only in certain circumstances and situations.

Strong restrictio is in general of little interest because in many cases it is
clearly too strong. One may agree that there is something problematic with
the sentence “This sentence is false” without agreeing that there is anything
problematic with the sentence “This sentence has five words” or “This sentence
is not in German”. When one recognizes that strong restrictio is too strong, it
is natural to try to weaken the restrictions. But weak restrictio comes with the
problem we mentioned in §6.2, namely that of giving a principled restriction. The
natural restriction, that self-reference is allowable except in cases where it leads
to paradox, is both trivial and ad hoc. Finding a happy medium between being
so strong as to be false and being so weak as to be uninteresting was hence the
task of the restringentes.

In [Sp75], Spade discusses 71 different texts dealing with the Liar Paradox.15

Of these 71 texts, fourteen espouse some type of restrictio theory, either explicitly
or implicitly, by limiting the cases where self-reference can be applied. We do not
include in our discussion here authors who mention the restrictio solution but
which ultimately reject it in favor of another. These fourteen treatises are the
following:

13Cf. [Re90, pp. xii–xiii].
14According to Spade, the earliest known medieval formulation of the paradox is in Adam of

Balsham’s Ars disserendi, dating to 1132. However, Adam “says nothing whatever to indicate
that he was aware of the very special problems they pose, that they were current topics of
philosophical discussion in his day, or how one might go about trying to answer those questions”
[Sp87, p. 25].

15Though, as he says in his preface, his catalogue “does not pretend to be complete”.
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II Anonymous, Puncta de insolubilibus Hollandrini [c. 1400–1420]. This text has
not been edited, to our knowledge.

VIII Anonymous, Insolubilia [1368]. This text is edited in [Sp71].

X Anonymous, Insolubilia [after 1335]. This text is edited in [Sp69].

XX Anonymous, Insolubilia [mid-13th C]. This text is edited in [Bra67].

XXX Henry of England (Harvey of England, Berotus of England), Insolubilia
[1395]. This text has not been edited, to our knowledge.

LI Peter of Ailly, Insolubilia [1372]. This text is edited in [PoA95].

LIV Richard of Campsall, Quaestiones super librum priorum analyticorum [be-
fore 1307]. This text is edited in [Sy68].

LXI Roger Nottingham, Insolubilia [1343]. This text is edited in [Sy64].

LXII Roger Roseth, Quaestiones super Sententias [before 1337]. This text has
not been edited, to our knowledge.

LXVII Walter Burley, Insolubilia [before 1320]. This text is edited in [Ro70].

LXVIII Walter Sexgrave, Insolubilia [before 1333]. This text has not been
edited, to our knowledge.

LXX William of Ockham, Summa logicae III, 3, c. 38, 45 [1324–1327]. This text
has been edited in numerous places.

LXXI William of Ockham, Tractatus super libros elenchorum [before 1328]. This
text is edited in [WoO79].

We briefly summarize of the positions in these texts.16 One text grants the
viability of both strong and weak restrictio:

VIII The anonymous author notes that some people reject self-reference and that
some allow it, and that “ambae opiniones possunt salvari, quia, ut ‘falsum’
est pars, non supponit pro toto; sed, ut totum praedicabile de illa et de aliis,
supponit pro parte, et sic diversimode” [Sp71, ¶14].17

Seven texts in the above list appear to espouse a strong restrictio theory:

II The author distinguishes two ways to solve an insoluble. The first is to allow
self-reference, in which case insolubles falsify themselves. The second, which
is described as the “easier” way, is to disallow self-reference altogether.

16Where we have not been able to obtain access to the relevant treatise, we have based our
summaries on Spade’s information.

17“Both positions may be held, when ‘false’ is a part which does not supposit for the whole;
but when the whole is predicable of this and the other, it supposits for the part, and so on
diversely”.
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X The author rejects self-reference in all of mental, spoken, and written propo-
sitions.

XX The author gives a proof that “terminus non supponit pro oratione cuius est
pars” [Bra67, p. 132].18 This restriction on self-reference is combined with a
transcasus theory: a present-tense verb in an insoluble doesn’t in fact refer
to the present time, but to a previous one.

XXX Henry says that in no proposition is it possible for something to supposit
for itself (that is, the proposition).

LI Peter says that parts of mental propositions cannot supposit for the proposi-
tion of which it is a part.

LXI Spade summarizes Nottingham’s view and says “If this summary is an ac-
curate one, it indicates that Nottingham allowed self-reference, but held
that all affirmative self-referential statements are false.” While this is not
technically a restrictio position, the result is much the same.

LXVIII Sexgrave rejects all self-reference.

Five of the texts reject strong restrictio but accept a weaker version. These
texts may be further divided into two types: Those which reject self-reference
only for insolubilia, and those which do not. Of the people who argue for an
ad hoc theory of weak restrictio we may place Roger Roseth [LXII] and William
of Ockham [LXX] and [LXXI]:

LXII Roger denies self-reference in insolubles.

LXX, LXXI Ockham’s discussion in the Summa Logica of insolubles falls within
a discussion of institutio obligations. He says that in this type obligation,
there is a rule which disallows parts suppositing for wholes of which they are
parts. He also notes exceptions to this rule. In the Tractatus, the position
is much the same as above: Self-reference is allowable except in insolubles.

The two remaining texts, Richard of Campsall [LIV] and Walter Burley [LXVII],
espouse a form of weak restrictio which does not immediately appear to be trivial:

LIV Richard allows self-reference but only in innocuous cases: “dicendum quod
subiectum aliquando potest supponere pro toto cuius est pars, et hoc est ubi
non accidit refleccio in indiffinita . . . et ideo subiectum in ista: ‘proposicio
est vera,’ indifferenter supponit pro ista, sicud pro quocunque alia.” [Sy68,
¶10.46].19

18“A term does not supposit for the statement of which it is a part”.
19“It must be said that the subject sometimes is able to supposit for the whole of which it is

a part, and that is when reference does not occur to something indefinite. . . and for this reason
the subject in this: ‘a proposition is true’, indeterminately supposits for this [proposition], just
as for any other whatever.”
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LXVII Burley explicitly rejects strong restrictio but accepts a weakened ver-
sion: “Ad responsiones restringentium dicendum quod non est inconveniens
quod idem sit pars integralis alicuius totius et tamen totum universale re-
spectu eiusdem, sicut patet sic: dicto ‘omnis propositio est vera’; subjectum
huius est pars integralis huius propositiones, et tamen est totum universale
ad hanc propositionem, quia est totum universale ad omnem proposition”
[Ro70, ¶2.06].20 Unfortunately, Burley does not expand on when such ref-
erence suitable and when it is not.

6.4.2 Roger Swyneshed’s solution

One text which was omitted from [Sp75] (not surprisingly since it was not edited
until 1979) is a treatise on insolubilia by the fourteenth-century English logician
Roger Swyneshed, edited in [Sp79] and discussed in [Sp83]. Swyneshed, who
is not to be confused with Richard Swyneshed, a Merton mathematician and
author of the Liber calculationum, was born some time before the turn of the 14th
century, and died around 1365, a master of theology and a Benedictine monk at
Glastonbury. Three treatises can be confidently ascribed to him: a tract, likely
written before 1335, on insolubilia and obligationes, which we discuss here and
which became a standard university text in continental universities in the next
century and a half; a treatise on consequences (which has not been identified);
and a text on natural philosophy [Wei64, pp. 243–245].21

In his treatise on insolubilia, Swyneshed gives a solution to the Liar Para-
dox which was “one of the influential and most controversial medieval theories
of the semantic paradoxes” [Sp83, p. 105]. His solution is that the Liar Paradox
is not a paradox, it is simply false. Before we discuss his solution in detail, we
must point out a way in which medieval semantics differ from modern seman-
tics. Swyneshed follows the standard line of thought among medieval logicians
in taking not sentence-types (what modern logicians usually call “propositions”)
as the bearers of truth value but rather sentence-tokens, that is specific instances
of mental, spoken, or written sentences. A sentence which is neither thought,
spoken, or written does not exist, and a sentence which does not exist cannot
have a truth value. This point will be important below, and should be kept in
mind in all of the definitions.22

Swyneshed constructs his solution to the Liar Paradox by distinguishing be-

20“To respond to the restringentes [i.e., those that reject self-reference completely] it must be
said that it is not unsuitable that the same thing may be an integral part of some whole and yet
a universal whole with respect to that very thing, just as is clear thus: I say ‘every proposition
is true’; the subject of this is an integral part of the proposition, and yet it is a universal whole
for that proposition because it is a universal whole according to every proposition.”

21For more details of Swyneshed’s life, and useful commentary distinguishing him from his
slightly younger contemporaries Richard Swyneshed and John Swyneshed, see [Wei64].

22For more details, see [Nu73].
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tween the notions of truth and correspondence. He defines the truth and falsity
of sentences as follows:

Secunda est haec: Propositio vera est propositio non falsificans se
principaliter sicut est significans naturaliter aut ex impositione vel
impositionibus qua vel quibus ultimo fuit imposita ad significandum.

Tertio definitio: Propositio falsa est oratio falsificans se vel oratio
non falsificans se principaliter aliter quam est significans naturaliter,
ex impositione, vel impositionibus qua vel quibus ultimo fuit imposita
ad significandum [Sp79, p. 185].23

To understand these definitions we must unpack the various types of significa-
tion and imposition which are being used here. The signification of a sentence
is (roughly speaking) what the sentence says. Note that the signification of a
sentence should not be identified with the proposition expressed by the sentence,
since the proposition expressed does not vary from hearer to hearer, whereas the
different types of signification can.

Principal signification is to be contrasted with partial signification. The sen-
tence “One cat chased the other cat down the hall” principally signifies that
one cat chased the other cat down the hall, and partially signifies that one cat
chased the other cat. We disregard partial signification here, because, accord-
ing to Spade, “throughout his Insolubilia Swyneshed seems to be concerned with
principal signification only; partial signification plays no role” [Sp83, p. 106].

There are three ways that a sentence may (principally) signify, and these ways
depend on the type of sentence involved:

1. A mental sentence signifies by nature, e.g., it is not a matter of choice or
convention.

A written or spoken sentence, on the other hand, signifies artificially, in one of
two ways:

2. Their signification may be arbitrarily or conventionally imposed by the
speaker or writer, or

3. Their signification may be unintended by the speaker or writer; this is still
artificial, but it is not imposed.

23‘The second (definition) is this: A true sentence is a sentence that does not falsify itself and
that principally signifies as is the case, either naturally or from the imposition or impositions
by which it was last imposed to signify.

‘The third definition: A false sentence is an expression that falsifies itself, or else an ex-
pression that does not falsify itself and that principally signifies otherwise than is the case,
either naturally or from the imposition or impositions by which it was last imposed to signify”
[Sp83, p. 105].
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Clearly, a sentence can have more than one type of signification for different
hearers or readers at the same time. However, in the determination of the truth
value of a sentence, only types (1) and (2) are relevant.

The next distinction found in the definitions is that of ‘signifying as is the
case’ as opposed to ‘signifying as is not the case’. Unfortunately, Swyneshed
gives no clear definition of what it means to ‘signify as is the case’ or to ‘signify
as is not the case’. Spade puts forward an explication of ‘signifying as is the case’
as signifying “in a way that corresponds to some fact that really obtains” [Sp83,
p. 107], and ‘signifying as is not the case’ as signifying “in a way that denies or
contradicts some fact that really obtains” [Sp83, p. 107]. However, as even he
admits, this definition is not adequate to all cases which Swyneshed considers.24

However, the intricacies of the cases when this description fails are not relevant
for our purposes here.

To complete his solution to the Liar Paradox, Swyneshed introduces the no-
tion of self-falsification. A sentence can be self-falsifying either mediately or
immediately:

Propositio falsificans se ipsam est duplex. Quaedam falsificat se medi-
ate, quaedam immediate. Propositio falsificans se mediate est propo-
sitio significans principaliter sicut est vel aliter quam est et ipsa sic
significando falsificat propositionem aliam a se falsificantem se. . .

Propositio falsificans se immediate est propositio significans princi-
paliter sicut est vel aliter quam est pertinens ad inferendum se ipsam
fore falsam [Sp79, ¶¶4–5].25

The Liar self-falsifies itself immediately, whereas the Nested Liar:

The next sentence is false.
The previous sentence is true.

is an example of sentences which are self-falsified mediately, because the sentences
are only paradoxical in conjunction with each other, and not on their own.

Sentences which falsify themselves immediately can be divided into two fur-
ther groups, those that are sufficient for falsifying themselves and those which

24[Sp83, p. 108]. Additionally, it is important to note that ‘signifying as is the case’ and
‘signifying as is not the case’ are not mutually exhaustive; there are some sentences which
neither signify as is the case nor signify as is not the case. This could be because the sentence
doesn’t signify anything, or because there is no fact of the matter which the sentence signifies
as being the case or not being the case.

25“Propositions which falsify themselves are twofold. Some falsify themselves mediately,
some immediately. A proposition falsifying itself mediately is a proposition signifying principally
as is the case or otherwise than is the case and it itself by signifying in such a way falsifies a
proposition other than itself which falsifies itself [that is, the original proposition]. . .

A proposition falsifying itself immediately is a proposition signifying principally as is the case
or otherwise than is the case and is pertinent for inferring that it is false.”
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are insufficient. It is in trying to account for this latter group of sentences that
Swyneshed’s explication of what it means for something to be “relevant for in-
ferring that it is false” breaks down. A sentence p is pertinent or relevant for
inferring “q is false” if there is a valid argument from p (perhaps in conjunction
with other premises) to “q is false”, such that p’s presence is necessary for the
argument’s validity.26 For the case of self-falsifying sentences which are imme-
diate and sufficient, this simply means that given the existence of p there is an
inference from p to “p is false” which requires no other premises. We make this
notion formal in §6.5.

However, this definition of relevance does not work for immediately self-
falsifying sentences which are insufficient for inferring that they are false. For,
take any innocuous sentence which signifies as is the case, say ϕ := 2 + 2 = 4.
There is a valid argument with ϕ as a premise and “ϕ is false” as the conclusion
where ϕ is required for the validity of the argument, namely the argument which
has ¬ϕ as a second premise. The reason that ϕ is required as a premise in the
argument is that from ¬ϕ alone we cannot conclude “ϕ is false”, because we do
not know whether ϕ exists. The addition of ϕ as a premise guarantees that it
does exist. Swyneshed does not address this point, and, as Spade concludes [Sp83,
pp. 109–110], it’s not clear whether he would have been able to give a consistent
definition of relevance had he realized the problem.

We leave this problem for the moment, and restrict our attention to the un-
problematic case, namely mediately self-falsifying sentences and immediately self-
falsifying and sufficient sentences.

6.5 Announcement pointer semantics

In this section we combine the ideas of Gaifman’s pointer semantics (introduced
in §6.2.2) and dynamic epistemic logic (discussed in §6.3.1). We fix a set of
propositional letters P and define the language L∗ := 〈P,¬,∧,K, T, [ ]〉. The set
Fml∗ of well-formed formulas of L∗ is defined by:

ϕ := p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | ϕ→ ψ | Kϕ | T (p) for p ∈ P | [p]ψ for p ∈ P

Note that the language LL used for the Liar Paradox is a sublanguage of L∗ (i.e.,
FmlL ⊆ Fml∗), and thus the notion of a system (i.e., a function Σ : P → Fml)
still makes sense. Given a system Σ, we shall now define a semantics |=Σ for
announcement pointer models M, using the notion of restriction of an epistemic
model M�ϕ from dynamic epistemic logic (see §6.3.1):

26See [Sp79, p. 181, fn. 37] and [Sp83, p. 109].
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Definition 6.5.1 (Announcement pointer semantics).

M, w |=Σ Kϕ iff for all w′ such that w ∼ w′, M, w′ |=Σ ϕ
M, w |=Σ T (p) iff M, w |=Σ Σ(p)
M, w |=Σ [p]ψ iff M, w |=Σ Σ(p) implies M�Σ(p), w |=Σ ψ

With these semantics, we can give a definition in complete analogy to van Ben-
them’s notion of self-refutation:

Definition 6.5.2. A proposition p in a system Σ is called immediately relevant
to inferring that it itself is false if for all announcement pointer models M, we
have M |=Σ [p] K¬p.

This corresponds (except for the use of the K operator) directly to Swyneshed’s
informal definition of the notion given in the previous section.27 Note that this
is again an instance of a semantic solution with the L∗-formula scheme

Φ(x) := [x] K¬x.

This is literally the same formula as was used in van Benthem’s solution.

Proposition 6.5.3. The instance λ is immediately relevant to inferring that it
itself is false.

Proof. Consider a arbitrary announcement pointer model M and fix a node w.
If M, w |=Λ p, then M, w 6|=Λ Λ(p), and thus any formula beginning with [p] is
trivially true at w. However, M�Λ(p) has only nodes in which Λ(p) = ¬p is true,
so obviously M�Λ(p) |=Λ K¬p.

Swyneshed’s solution thus corresponds to restricting the set of possible instances
to the set of those systems that have no propositional letter that is immediately
self-falsifying.

6.6 Conclusion

We have seen that there is a structural similarity between the solutions of van
Benthem and Swyneshed. Both are semantic solutions in the sense that they
exclude instances on the basis of their semantical behavior, and both can be
represented in a dynamic setting with only slightly differing semantics for the
announcement operators (for van Benthem’s solution, the standard semantics
are adequate, for Swyneshed, we needed the pointer semantics, i.e., the update
according to the intended meaning of the proposition).

27The use of the K operator does not affect our analysis here: the definition could have been
given as “for all epistemic models M, we have M |=Σ [p]¬p”, but we wanted to keep the formal
description structurally as similar to van Benthem’s solution as possible.
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Moreover, we see that when presented in a formal dynamic setting, both
solutions use the same formula in order to do the semantic restriction for excluding
problematic cases, namely

Φ(x) := [x] K¬x.

The choice of Φ(x) was not tied specifically to the problematic instances ιFitch

and λ, but was rather grounded on other, independently interesting and accept-
able criteria. Hence, the solutions of both Swyneshed and van Benthem fall in
the class of interesting, non-trivial, and non-ad hoc solutions to their respective
paradoxes.


